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316 MANAGEMENT NOTES 

crease only slightly when feedings are spaced out. formance of the herd, indicate that the extended 
The longer schedule therefore saves about 43% of schedule may provide an economical and effective 
such costs. Further, it eliminates the need for week- means of augmenting nutritionally deficient range 
end labor. These advantages, plus the good per- diet during winter. 
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Acreage usually is determined 
from a map. Maps represent plane 
or horizontal distances and acreages. 
Actual surface areas exceed map 
acres according to steepness of the 
terrain. Table 1 shows the degree 
to which actual surface acres exceed 
map acres according to slope gra- 
dient. 

Areas having 40 to 75% slope 
gradients are common in the moun- 
tainous West. Surface acres on these 
steep areas exceed map acreages by 
8 to 25%. Very steep areas having 
slope gradients in excess of 75% are 
less common but do occur over size- 
able areas. They are important 
locally as watersheds, game ranges, 
and, to a lesser degree, as livestock 
ranges. They often provide ex- 
cellent scenery. 

Acreage increase due to slope be- 
comes implicated in resource plan- 
ning and management of very steep 
areas. For example, actual surface 
acreage might be important for pre- 
dicting such items as the amount 
of potential water represented by 
a snowpack. 

It is not uncommon among re- 
source workers and others to en- 
counter those who do not under- 
stand “percent” slope. To them, for 
example, a 100% slope is straight 
up-900. Actually, a 100% slope 
has a vertical rise of one foot for 
each foot of horizontal distance. 
In construction it is called a one-to- 
one slo,pe. It is a 45” slope. Figure 
1 graphically illustrates how slopes 
of various gradients look when 
drawn in cross-section. 

Table 1. Percent slope, corresponding 
degree of slope, and percent increase 
in surface acres over horizontal map 
acreage. 

Slope yO Acreage 
Slope (%) (Degrees) increase1 

5 2” 52’ 0 
10 5 43 0 
15 8 32 1 
20 11 19 2 
25 14 02 3 
30 16 42 4 
35 19 17 6 
40 21 48 8 
45 24 14 10 
50 26 34 12 
55 28 49 14 
60 30 58 17 
65 33 01 19 
70 34 59 22 
75 36 52 25 
80 38 40 28 
85 40 22 31 
90 41 59 35 
95 43 32 38 

100 45 00 41 
125 51 20 60 
150 56 19 80 
175 60 15 102 
200 63 23 123 

1 Increase surface acres over horizontal 
map acres. 

Also involved is the question of 
whether or not very steep slopes 
produce more vegetation per unit 
of horizontal area than do moderate 
slopes. Some accept the concept 
that the spatial requirement of 
plants is dependent upon vertical 
spacing rather than slope surface 

Surface acreage is one of several 
factors involved in the amount of 
grazing use that is actualy obtained 
from very steep rang-elands or grazed 
woodlands under good manage- 
ment. Cook (1966) concluded that 
actual use is the most accurate 
method of determining the amount 
of grazing obtainable on a partic- 
ular mountain slope. 

FIG. 1. Graphic presentation of slope 
steepness as related to percent slope. 

area. A good example often cited 
is the way trees grows vertically on 
all slopes and can tolerate only so 
much crowding together irrespec- 
tive of slope gradient. Whether or 
not this concept applies to her- 
baceous vegetation on slopes steep 
enough to significantly increase the 
actual acreage over map acreage 
might be debated. White (1967), 
studying purple needlegrass (Sti@z 
fmlchru Hitchc.) on slopes between 
5 and 50% gradient, found that 
basal area intercept and quadrat 
frequency were greater on steep 
slopes than on moderate slopes. On 
the other hand, he found that 
clipped weights for all live plants 
were greater on the gentle slopes. 
Since “steep” slopes he studied were 
less than 50% gradient, they in- 
creased map acreage less than 12%. 
-One might question whether or not 
the same results would have been 
obtained in regard to herbage yields 
on very steep slopes that increase 
map acreage in excess of 20%. 

Forage on very steep slopes usu- 
ally is considered to be less available 
than on moderate slopes for cattle 
grazing (Mueggler, 1965; and Cook, 
1966). This probably does not ap- 
ply to grazing by wildlife whose 
natural habitat includes very steep 
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;rreas. It also applies to n lesser Figure 2 shows Hereford cattle 
degree to grazing by rattle that are (circled) grazing a slope having 90% 
accustomed to very steep terrain, gradient. This is a common sight 
and to situations where an entire in the fanlow Imnaha-Hells Can- 
pasture consists of very steep land, yon rangelands of northeastern 
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Oregon where slopes this steep, and 
steeper, extend about 4,000 ft “,I- 
ward from the river. The cattle 
that grare from bottom to top and 
between the rimrorks on these pre- 
cipitous slopes are raised locally on 
this kind of terrain. Flat-land cattle 
would probab1y starve to death on 
these very steep but very good range- 
lands. 

It is imperative in resource plan- 
ning and management of very steep 
areas to fully consider and provide 
for stability of the resource. Some 
very steep sites remain stable under 
judicious grazing use. Others are 
affected detrimentally merely by 
having animals walk across them. 
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VIEWPOINTS 

Semidesert Ecosystems-Who 
Will Use Them? How Will 

We Manage Them? 
The use and ownership of South- 

western semidesert rcosystems are 
changing. It is time to take stock to 
see where we have been, wberc we are, 
where we are going. Our objective in 
the past has been to maximize livestock 
production. We have attcmptcd to 
identify, evaluate, and solve a whole 
complex of problems related to forage 
and livestock. We have planted grass, 
controlled brush, and improved grazing 
systems. U’bile there has been some 
concern on the part of public land ad- 
miniitratorr regarding the impacts of 
these practicrs on esthetic and recre- 
ational values, the impacts have *lot 
been fully evaluated. 

the area we arc considering includes 
the relatively llat lands and lower 

slopes of included mountain ranges 
within 100 miles or so of the U.S.- 
Mexican border in Arizona, New Mer- 
ice, and Texas. It is essentially the 
“Desert Plains” of Weaver and Clem- 
ents (1939). It includes au& vegetation 
types as derert grassland, creosotebush, 
sand dune mcrquite, mesquite~grass, 
and former grasslands now occupied 
by mesquite. Average rainfall ranges 
from 8 to 18 inches, and elcaations are 
mainly from 3,000 to 5,000 feet. Pcren- 
nial grasses are the most important 
forage producers, but much of the area 
now supports more shrubs and less 
grass than it once did. Cattle grazing 
is the primary productive use. 

We No Longer Have the Range 
to Ourselves 

Semidesrrt rangrs no longer are the 
almost excln\ire province of rancher*, 
range researchers, and public land ad- 

ministrators. Absentee owners, specu- 
lators, miners, sportsmen, and other 
reneationists are claiming an increas- 
ing voice in what happens on the land. 
Public concern about esthetics, habitat 
destruction, or the balance of nature, 
has at times been great enough to halt 
projects to control shrubs or predators. 
Widespread concern about how public 
lands are managed has greatly increased 
planning costs of public land adminis- 
tration. To some extent it limits man- 
agement choices for private landholders 
as well. As Ryerly (1970) has indicated, 
we must now solve the problems of 
agricultural production with methods 
that arc socially and economically ac- 
ceptable. Maximum sustained produc- 
tion of forage and livestock is no longer 
an adequate and complete range man- 
agement objective. We need the sup- 
port of varied interest groups--not 
just the ranchers. 


